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How To Improve Your Team’s

Happiness — And Productivity

Entrepreneurs

I share insights gathered from purpose-driven entrepreneurs

Serenity Gibbons Contributor 

Companies have finally unlocked the secret to what makes employees work more

diligently. No, it isn’t higher paychecks or even on-tap kombucha or gym

memberships. Instead, the key to getting team members more motivated at work lie

in a purpose-filled kind of happiness. 

When people go to work with a positive mindset, they can more easily get into the

zone and churn out great stuff. In fact, University of Warwick researchWarw  shows that as

people get happier, they’re roughly 12% more productive. And Harvard Business

Review reports that happy salespeople can improve their closing rates by 37%. 

Happy employees tend to not only feel more positively about their employers, but to also be more ... [+] GETTY
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Obviously, you can’t make everyone happy overnight. Generating happiness among

colleagues happens through a series of conscious efforts. If your direct reports lack

enthusiasm, use these three techniques to tap into their natural productivity by

fostering genuine contentment at work.

1. Help everyone find purpose — theirs and the company’s.

Today In: Small Business

When a business has a well-defined purpose, its team members can more easily figu

out how they fit into the bigger picture. “The most important thing about having a

purpose isn’t the difference it makes to consumers or brand power, but the binding

effect it has on employees,” says Kerry Stover, COO at consulting firm Pariveda

Solutions. “Companies with a clear, evergreen purpose motivate employee loyalty.” 

Encourage managers to focus on their personal “why,” the driving force behind what

makes them want to be a part of the larger company purpose. They should also

encourage those they mentor and supervise to identify drivers that align with the

organization’s overall mission. Maybe it’s helping customers overcome problems or

enabling colleagues to innovate more easily. Whatever their reason for coming to the

office, the more they connect with the company’s purpose in their day-to-day work,

the happier they’ll be on the job. 

2. Promote a culture of feedback. 

Research has shown that 87% of employees crave opportunities for growth, but less

than 40% said they’d learned something new in the past 30 days. Feedback plays a

key part in employee professional development, meaning managers must provide it

regularly to team members. Are you afraid to be too honest and feeling the pressure

to just say nice things? Don’t be — your employees want honesty. 

Teach all the managers at your company how to be direct while showing they

genuinely care for the people they supervise. Share techniques such as focusing on th

behavior, not the person, and giving equal amounts of praise and criticism. Allow

employees to design feedback processes around their individual needs, and encourag

them to initiate feedback. For example, employees of BP Lower 48 determine when

performance discussions occur and are responsible for driving the agenda during
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Check out my website.

Serenity Gibbons is a former assistant editor at The Wall Street Journal. The local unit lead for th

NAACP in Northern California and a consultant helping to build dive... Read More

those conversations. Put this practice in place, and arm your employees with the too

and techniques they need to act on the feedback they receive. 

3. Help your colleagues balance goals and personal obligations.

Most people have personal goals they rarely communicate to their boss. An employe

may want to work toward an advanced degree, for example, or learn to play a musica

instrument. These personal goals may not be directly related to the employee’s daily

tasks, but when working toward them, he or she is likely to be happier. Urge

supervisors to get to know their colleagues and to find out how the company can

support both their professional and personal goals. Implement a companywide

individual development plan in which employees create and track progress toward

four personal and four professional goals for the year.

In addition, acknowledge that employees may have personal obligations that

occasionally impact the workday, such as a parent-teacher conference or a scheduled

home appliance repair. Make things easier for your employees by adopting flexible

work hours that allow them to balance their personal commitments with their

workload. “A flexible schedule creates an environment for better management of life

demands,” notes FlexJobs’ Jessica Howington. “When they don’t have to juggle all o

life’s demands all at once, employees have less stress and more positive feelings abou

their job.”

Your people mean everything to your organization. If you want everyone to work at

high capacity, be sure to set up all personnel to feel their happiest. Boosting your

team’s overall sense of well-being at work and at home can lead to a quantum leap in

productivity.
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